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Wednesday, October 31, 1962
Volume 1 3- No. 5

Campus Climate
Topic Of NSA
Most students leave college
holding the same untested values
and philosophies, students attending the National Student association's regional convention were
told Friday. The group, hosted by
Eastern, met at Liberty Lake, as
the EWSC campus was dedicating
the Science building.
Schools represented in the
Great Northwest region included
the University of Washington,
Gonzaga, Marylhurst, Washington State, and Western, Central
and Eastern Washington State.
The convention met to discuss
campus values and climate. Part
of the climate discussion centered
on apathy. This time the faculty
and adm lnistration received part
of the blame for stude~t apathy.
The suggested solution was to
awaken all three levels of the
campus.
Eastern participants in the
panel discussion included Dr.
Darrel Morse, Mr. William Kidd,
and Lynda Paulson. The panel
discussed specific plans to involve
the institution as a whole.
Tim Manring, national activities vice president of NSA, told
the group that student publications, literary magazines and
radio stations are valuable aids
in developing the full potentials
of the college. He.charged student
government with the responsihSty of representing the students
and helping them to realize their
role in the college.

Mezzo -Soprano Appears
Thursday Night, 8:15 p. m.
A young American mezzo-soprano who was unknown to
American audiences · year ago
but who is quickly making her
way to the top, will appear at
Eastern tomorrow night.
Carolyn Stanford, a native of
Philadelphia and a former pupil
of the Curtis Institute of Music
and of the Musik Akademic of
Vienna, has come to fame in
Europe in the course of two seasons.
Her program at EWSC is the
second presentation of the EWSCCom m unity Artist Series and will
begin at 8: 15 p.m. in Showalter
..t
auditorium. ASB cards will admit
students.
Since her European debut in
the fall of 1959, Miss Stanford has
won wide acclaim as a soloist chestra, at the Carmel Bach t·es-_
with several symphony orches- tival in Carmel, Calif., and at
tras, in numerous recitals, as well "Music at the Vineyards" i.O:
as in radio and television per- Saratoga, Calif. Earlier this
formances.
· month she appeared with Eugene
She has already made exten- Ormandy and the Philadelphia
sive tours through Holland, Nor- Orchestra in four performances
way, Czechoslovakia and Italy, of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony.
besides performing for German In February 1963, Miss Stanford
and Austrian radio stations and is being introduced to Cleveland
for the radio and television pro- audiences as soloist w1th the
grams of Holland and Norway.
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra.
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This summer. Miss Stantora
appeared with Arthur F ~edler "'
and San Francisco Symphony or-
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Trustees Qu@stion
Eastern Football

very interesting" to see reports
of the schools to the conference
concerning such aid.
Dr. Patterson indicated that
such reports were given orally at
conference meetings.
Voorhees' motion was adopted
by a voice vote without opposition by the four members preent. It requested tha t the "Evergreen conference supply us with
the latest available reports concerning application of rules on
athletic scholarship eligibility and
financial support."
Record Poor
The trustee insisted after the
vote that his concern was not being voiced because of the record
of the EWSC football team. The
school has not won a game in
five tries this fall although they
tied one contest. Last year they
lost nine games.
" If it is true that various
schools in the same conference
are operating under different
rules, this is something to know,"
Voorhees said.
"Maybe we ought to have a
different conference."
Concerning the scholarship of
all entering students, the board
heard a report from Dr. Patterson indicating that entrance was
deferred for 143 prospe_ctive
freshmen who had grade point
averages lower than 1.80.
He said that in 1961 90 students
were deferred entrance until the
winter quarter . Of these "15 to
20 per cent'' stayed.
"We are getting fewer applicants from those that are under
2.00 than ever before," Dr. Patterson added.
Housing Problem
Commenting on the fact that
Central Washington State College
has more than 2,600 students
compared to EWSC's 2,516 this
fall, Dr. Patterson said "the biggest item is housing." CWSC
opened new dormitory facilities
this fall . EWSC has a men's
domitory under construction.
· (Continued to Page 5)

Official action was taken by
Eastern Washington State College
trustees Friday designed to seek
information concerning ''application'' of certain Evergreen Conference rules regarding athletes.
Action came after a discussion
of a report given by Dr. Don S.
Patterson on funds available for
athletics.
Dr. Patterson said sports are
supported by Associated Student
funds at the. three state-supported
colleges in the conference. He
said Western Washington State
college has a $52,500 budget;
Central Washington State college,
a $48,000 budget and EWSC, a
budget of $37,800.
A copy of the Evergreen conference rules · was furnished the
trustees on request of Melvin B.
Voorhees, a member of the board.
He had requested a comparison
with Northwest Conference rules
and was told they were similar.
Dr. Patterson indicated that the
state schools can not waive tuition fees for athletes, but that
private schools could.
Can't Compete
Voorhees then suggested that
the "three state schools are at a
disadvantage compared to the
private schools in this field."
He added that "it would be

El.l lngt6n ·com Irig

For Special Appea_rance
Slave Auction Takes
"Duke Ellington will make a special appearance on our campus."
1'hese were the words heard by students who attended last week's
On
Different
lten,s
Associated Student council meeting. ~ - - - - - - - - - - - Slaves will go on auction tomorrow evening when Phi Mu Alpha,

Y~:, Duke Ellington i~ comlnt pages and extra color for next
music honorary, initiates their new pledges.
to Easter~for an appearance year's yearbook was denied.
This auction, however, will be
Then there w111 oe the sla'les
Wednesday, November 7. The
• Further s~udy will be ~ade
a bit different from those previ- the -e ight pledges to the group,- program is scheduled to be held before th e Fma~ce committee
ously held on Eastern's campus. Roger Graham, Julius White, In the fieldhouse-. Prices for the makes a reapportionment of the
- · The fund raising will begin at 8 Milce Reynolds, Bill Ford, Aaron special program are $1 plus stu- budget.
p .m. in the Isle-land when some McLoughlin, Neil Hendrickson,
dent body card or $2 for a per• A new member to the Finsurprise items will to to the high- Bill Stockham and Tracy Sheer.
son who does not hold such a ance committee, Dave Rossing,
est bidder, who will probably be
They will go to the highest bid- card.
was approved.
the owner of the item up for sale. der and be laborers for four
Besides this announcement, the
• 5tudents who seek to gain
The Easterner has been told hours.
action of the ASC was varied .
experience in public speakingthat some of the student body ofSound like a good deal? All
• Three hundred dollars were · it was announced by Mr. John
ficers may be the highest· bidders money will go into a scholarship put into the Women's Recreation Loth 'peich, alumni secretaryof the evening. If Larry Little, fund for music majors and min- Association budget for use by the may requeSt their names be put
1
AS president, has missed his cal- ors. And whose dea was this?
women's gymnastics team.
on the speakers bulletin. This,
endar, he can reclaim it for a
Say, Ced!!
• A request of $525.52 made by Mr. Lothspeich explained, is sent
0th er groups who
price tomorow evening.
the Klnnikinick for additional· to PTA a nd
If Sharon Perkins, AS execu- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- seek speakers.
tive vice-president, could use her
A plea was made for four
ice cube freezer, that, too, will
students to serve on the Judicial
be available. From all reports,
boa rd as members of th e defe nd·
The Bachelors' Club will sponSue Heimsjo, activities vice-presing aod /or prosecuting cou ncil. sor Club El Matador, their anident, has lost a pair of slippers
Anyone who is intereS ted is asked nual Bachelorette dance, this
to the Phi Mu Alpha cause.
A one-day briefing on the Peace Corps program and its activities
to contact Larry Little, AS presi- Saturday night, Nov. 3 _
has been scheduled for the students at Eastern next Wednesday,
dent
And Chuck Codorff, treasurer· November 7, Dr. George Kabat. Dean of Instruction, has announced.
·
·
·11 b f
For the firS t time the affair
and Janet Gleason, secretary,
e A committee wi
e ormed will be a dinner-dance. The steak
have now no "Robert's Rules of
Coming from the Office of Pub- - - - - - - - - - - - - - to inveSligate the governmental dinner will be held in the TerOrder" or wine bottle.
lie Affairs of the Peace Corps will the Peace Corps Advisory Com- problems of the new men's dorm
race room in the SUB from 7 :30
Since Phi Mu has found a rifle- be Mr. James P. Moody.
mlttee, will be present, also to which is being constructed.
to 9:30. The dance will be held
team placque, evidentally, the
Beginning the morning program answer questions and report on
• A feeling prevailed that the in the Bali lounge from 9 to 12.
ROTC department has lost theirs. wlll be a general convocation in the Washl119to~ meeting.
issuance of complimentary sports
Cost for the dinner and dance
A few dorms have . also lost Bali lounge at 8:40 a.m. In this
A noon luncheon, terminating activity passes should be revised.
will be $4.50. The dance alone
some items to the music group. program Mr. Moody may present Mr. Moody's visit, is planned for
• Campus living groups were will be $2.00 per couple, with the
The find from LA is described as a film on the actlvitiH of the a limited number of guests in urged to compete in contests spon- dinner running $3.00 for those
"of tremendous value".
Peace Corps.
one of the small, LA dining sored by cigarette companies.
not wishing to attend the dance.
Up for bids also will .be the SulKoffee Korner has been sched- rQ.oms.
• A brief program outline was
Music will be furnished by the
ton hall Madhatter's intra-mural uled for this day at 9:40 a.m. in
made for students ~ho will at- Skylarks. Dress will be semi: .~ .opby. :: ..
. .the, _l_iarbor. At tpis time, Mr. ..
U~
OtS
VO I 1O e
.· t~n~ th.e L~ader_ship Retreat . .forJJ1al, non-corsage.
r'
~ ,.
r>eao ·of Students, Daryl }lagie, ~oodY1 Will further ·discuss points~ ~
ro,,: A
_II
,which_ 'Yill be h~ld th1 S weekef;ld _, .'· , ·, 1.arry Snyder, club pre1ident :·
and .,m embers of the music de- 'rail4:<f' by the-film and his accom..
·
· f'
. a~- P~iest Lake, Idaho.
~-said,- ''By eliminating the cor- -,
partment-Mr. Wes Westrum, panying lecture. He will also
The recommended series of two
sage, the cost for attending the
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Cuba-Battleground of Cold War
By Mike Lehan
The saga of blood, guts and gore was about to be re-enacted last
week- Nuclear style. The slow, icy fear of thermonuclear war had
suddenly been transformed into a nightmarish reality. War was on
the lips, and in the hearts, and in the minds of people everywhere.
And a freedom loving America was preparing to unsheath its sword
in order to strike down a threatening tyrant.
Monday afternoon a lonely President Kennedy laid down a seven
point stand regarding the Cuban crisis. Of these seven, two are
extremely important in our relations with Cuba. First that as of 7
a.m. October 24, a naval blockade of Cuba would be in effect. Second,
that an appoi nted group of engineers would dismantle all offensive
weapons now in Cuba.
The reason for the Chief Executive's stand was the unus11ally
large amount of offensive military build-up recently observed on the
imprisoned island. Missiles of the short range and intermediate range
Yariety were pouring in from the Soviet Union and being constructed
at a rapid pace. A spokesman for the Defense department said ' that
reconnaissance photographs taken of the Cuban island unveiled
nuclear warheads poised with the .c apability to destroy American
targets.
At the time of this writing, the United States seems to be wallowing in world prestige. Khrushchev has turned all of his transport ships
around and has also promised to remove all Soviet missiles from Cuba.
This immediate action could mean that he is playing the role of the
peace•maker or that he is executing a verbal parry for time-time
which he desperately needs. His usual method of slicing off pieces of
governments so thin that no one bothers to fight over them is decidedly too slow. The United States, Europe, and Japan are fast forming an
industrial alliance. This pact could well prove to be the mightiest
industrial colossus the world has ever known. Mr. K realizes this and
must somehow step up his acquisition of satellite countries.
Consequently, his over-accelerated program in Cuba has caused
world crisis and tension.
Khrushchev has both the desire and the power to turn the spigots
of the cold war on or off at will. It might be in Cuba, or Berlin,, or
Laos, or in Iran. But wherever it might be next time, Nikita will b&
a little less sure as to whether or not we will intervene to safeguard
our liberty!

Football And The· Budget
Money, of course, isn't the only answer to the Savage football
problems. As has been pointed out before, the team has been plagued
with many problems in the past, it is still plagued with many problems, but improvements have been made.
Unfortunately, the Savages now have had to sideline five players
because of injuries, but the team must still compete. And they are
not only competing with teams in and out of the Evergreen conference, they compete each spring with other departments on campus
for their share of the money.
Each spring during the designated budget week, departments on
campus make their budget requests. And the football team is no
exception.
Last spring they were budgeted $10,681 for the 1962-63 operating
year. Also a portion of the $1,547 that was budgeted for athletic insurance was for football.
The $2,585 that is set aside for grants-in-aids is not only for football. Participants in other sports utilize this money also.
Now $8,588 is available for miscellaneous supplies-all athletic.
But who spends it?
·
How does this entire football budget compare with other budgets
on campus? Well, perhaps the following list could make the best
evidence for or against a raise in the amount that the football team
needs in its operating budget:
Council .......:..... .. .. . ................................. ········-··············-·$13,733
Capital expense ..................................................................
Student benefits ..,............................... ···············-··········· 2,585
Easterner
.. ........... ........... .. .. ............................. ............. .... 11,472
Kinni knick ................................... ~........ ················-··········· 11,713
Social activities ................................................................... 5,048
Homecoming ... ..... ............... ............. ......... ................ ..........
1,292
Student Union programing ............................................
1,113
Orienta ti on ..... .. .... ..... .......................................................... 2,159
Choral activities .. ...... ..... ................................................. 5,777
Drama . ..... ... ... ........... .. ....... .. ........... .......... ..........................
2,331
Band .. .. . .. . ... .. ...... .. ..... .. ... .. .. .. ............. ..... ............................ 3,698
KEWC ............................................ ·····························-····· 2,011
ROTC ......·....... ........ ... .... ... ........ ......... ....... ... ........................
1,299
Forensics ···-· ...... ...... ......... .. .. .. ...... ......................................
541
Model United Nations . ....................................................
1,119
Literary Art Press ... .......... ..............................................
350
Orchestra .. ...... .................. ............. .......... ....... ..... ........ .......
1,200
Women's recreation association .............................. ......
813
Citizenship clearing house ......... ..................................
509
Summer school ..................................... ·····················-·····
983
Foreign students ...............................................................
Scholarships ......... .............................................................. 10,000
Base ball ................. ............................................................. . 2,354
6,584
Basket ball ........ ..................................................................
Gymnastics ...... ....................................................................
1,438
Swimming .......................................................................... .
1,033
Tennis ......................................... .. ...................................... .
860
2,225
Track .............................................................................. .
Contact expense ............................................................ .
Athletic du es .. . ........... .. .................................................... .
Student Union subsidy · ........................ ......................... 9,385
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Colorado Controversy
By Joan Mccallum
There are no tear gas bombs at the University of Colorado.
Silencing an editor does not require federal marshals or calling out
the troops. Pressure can be silent. Firing can come in a note.
There are angry students and angry professors. There is a
principle of civil rights involved. Even though the right of students
to publish a newspaper can be debated, there is academic freedom.
Unfortunately, there is Senator Barry Goldwater. There ire rightwing organizations.
Th ere are libel laws. Student newspapers and editors are subject to them. The libel laws that protect private citizens do not pertain to a public official , and· especially to the expression of private
opinion in a letter to the editor.
Perhaps that is why the Senator decided pressure was the way
to punish the paper. He chose the silent way rather .than the legal
way. Perhaps there was no legal recourse.
The University of Colorado incident was not a big thing In the
commercial press, much to their discredit. Unfortunately, one Denver
newspaper led the battle for silence. To the university's credit, It
took these combined forces a year-an election year-to do it.
The Easterner affirms a newspaper's right to publish opinions
whether or not they are popular opinions. The conscientious editor
cannot print only the popular view or the government view.
The people have the right to object-they can write letters to
the editor, they can refuse to buy or read Alis paper. They can take
him to court.
Only the coward punishes silently.

Colorado Daily Staff
To Continue Publication
BOULDER, Colo. (CPS)-The remaining members of the · staff of
the Colorado Daily, student newspaper at the University of Colorado,
have asked the Board of Publications to abolish the post of interim
editor until the continuing dispute over the paper can be resolved.
Daily editor Gary Althen was
fired last Wednesday by CU president Quigg Newton, in a . surprise move after Althen had
been defended by the Board of
Publications, student government, faculty senate, and Newton
himself in earlier actions.
The Daily became embroiled
in controversy and Colorado election-yea.r politics after the publication of an article by a phll~
phy student referring to S&n.
Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz) as "no
better than a common criminal."
A number of Daily personnel
have already resigned. Jon Kolomitz, appointed as interim editor after Althen's dismissal, said
he and the staff members of the
paper would present a plan to
the Pub Board to allow the paper to operate on an editorial
board basis until the crisis is settied.
Terry Marshall, Daily manag•
ing editor, withdrew his name
for consideration as interim editor after the firing, handing in
his resignation. He said that he
could not work on the Daily staff
with the political pressures existing at present.
The Board of Publications has
sent a request to the Board of
Regents of the university asking
that Althen's dismissal be reviewed by the board. The Re•
gents have tabled the measure
for the present, pending election
of' new regents.
The Associated Students of the
University of Colorado (ASUC)
have scheduled a campus-wide
referendum on the issue for this
week. Newton indicated he would
make a public speech to the stu•
dent body explaining his actions.
Newton said at the time of the
firing that he took the action '-'in
what I believe are the best interests of the university." He
said Althen was fired for "a
pattern of editorial irresponsibity" arising from the publishing
of strongly-worded attacks on
the positions of certain politicions. A second article by the
author of the critique of Goldwater referred to ex-president
Eisenhower as an "old futzer."
T~e remaining staff of the Dally published an editorial 1igned
the "staff" in Fridav'ti issue of
the Daily charging that Newton
has succumbed to political prH•
sure in firing Althen. The 1taff
said that they held themselves to
be ~'guardian, of th • public
tru1t" and felt It to be their duty to carry on the work of the
paper, e•peclally Its role H a
critical voice In society. The ed·
itorlal concluded "The removal
of one lhall not 11f ence u1, Mnator."

A number of major student
newspapers throughout the nation have called for the reinstatment of Althen. The Minnesota
Daily said "When the head of · a
university does not remain firm
and support justice and academic freedom, the ideals on which
the university is based seem
meaningless."
Newton 's action has been deplored as a violation of the codes
of the United States National
Student Association and the U.S.
Student Press Association. It is
expected that a new committee
on student rights of the American Association of University
professors will investigate the incident. It is possible that the
CU student government will ask
USNSA's academic freedom deak
to conduct a full investigation of
the incident.

Sounding
'
Board

Sounding
Board
experts. The show was put together after three weeks of rehearsal which required hours of
individual practice on the part
of the members in the band. For
those who are musically curious,
circus music is a most difficult
work to perform.
Gymnastics, in turn requires
many hours of work and perserverance on the part of the performer. Between the tumblers,
and the band members tl)ere are
no other organizations on this
campus, except the foot ball team,
who can boast of more time or
effort towards making homecoming a rememberable occasion.
We of the band and gymnastic
team are very happy to see that
all efforts were appreciated.
The Band and
Gymnastic Team

Dear Editor:

Registered students who a re
doing student teaching seldom
have access to the Easterner.
May I suggest that copies be
mailed to them so they will know
.what is going on at t he campus?
I surely would appreciate receiving back and future copies.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Edythe G. Durbin
3717 E . 12th

Spokane, Wash.
(Editor's Note: We on the staff
of the Easterner appreciate your
interest in receiving. the paper.
We shall do our best to see that
the instructors from campus who
meet with the student teachers
on occasion have sufficient cop•
ies of the Easterner to distribute
to you. We · are sorry, but it
would be impractical for us to
s.end each student t&acher a copy
of the Easterner each week.)

l

Cheney, Wash.
Oct. 25, 1962
Dear Friends:

A kind hearted Eastern Wash•
ington student brought some of
the weekly college papers (The
Easterner) to our barber and
beauty shop this week. We were
President of the
pleased to read the paper and to
Associated Students
observe the tremendous imEastern Wa-shington College
provement it has made the past .
of Education
few years.
Cheney, Washington
The Easterner is an excellent .
Dear Sir:
college paper. It offers many inThe Whitman College Student teresting articles, stories, pi4•
Center would like to bring in tures and clever advertising.. 1t•· ·
outside entertainment to enrich is very well edited and shpuUl
our program. We hope that your be an inspiration to all who:r~a.d
campus might have the enter- it.
tainment resources that we need.
Of particular interest are the
We need people for two essen- editorials (of the higtiest qualtially similar programs: · one a ity). The pictures of v.'~rious stushort (20-30 minute) period of dent activities are . hlost interentertainment on Friday after- esting and versatile.
noons, the other a more formal
The football ·news and sports,
·period {1-1.5 hours) of special by Terry Gamon is unsurpassed.
entertainment on Friday eve- He shows great talent in his
nings.
well chosen words. One naturally
Although these people must reads his entire story with keen
be able to perform in our ball- interest.
room, which has no stage, I can
Of special significance was the
see no restriction on the type story of the Willi;im Hall choof program that we may use.
rale Thursday evening, by Judith
Who can you recommend? We Huetson. She has excellent use
would appreciate a name and ad- of the English words and gave a
dress to contact.
vivid account of the perform We would be very happy to ance.
send you, if you wish, recommenWe congratulate the editor and
dations for student groups which her fine staff for publishing the
have appeared successfully on Eastern Washington state college
our program. We are looking newspaper-The Easterner.
forward to receiving a letter
Best wishes for continued
from you shortly.
success in this progressive colSincerely yours,
lege publication.
Roger von Gohren
P.S. I am a former student of
Chairman, Whitman College
Eastern and especially enjoyed
Program Committee
my classes in journalism with
the former college teacher, Mr.
Holmquist.
DHr Editor,
Respectfully yours,
"The finest halftime show I
Mrs. W. B. Benloff
have ever seen." This was the
(Berniece)
comment of returning alumni
(Owner of Mirror barber and
who viewed the performance of
Beauty Shop)
Eastern's band and gymnastic

,.
I
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Kandid Kweschan
By Mike & Chuck.

Loyalty Oath Tried
The Cuban Crisis has been
growing with increasing interest
and concern throughout the world.
Opinions as to how the American
government should follow up on
their initial proposal are varied.
We of the Easterner decided to
see just how the different ideas
of the students sized up with
those of Mr. Kidd, MUN Adviser.
The question was:
ARE YOU FOR AN INVASION
OF CUBA, AND WHY?

Janet Valin-No. I don't believe
the United States ·should invade
Cuba because it would solve no
positive problem. The quarantine
is showing that we will be pushed
no further.
·

SEATTLE (CPS) - Washington's controversial loyalty oath
for faculty members will be tried
on constitutional grounds in
District Court this week.
The loyalty oath requires faculty members to swear that they
are not "subversive persons" and
not members of the Communist
party or any other subversive
organization. Some 60 professors
have joined in bringing the suit,
whicl, they hold to be unconstitutional and insulting to their professio11.
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Bob Liepold
Chairman Of
History Club

Bob Liepold was elected senior
chairman of the History club at
the second meeting of the group
last week. Dean Nichols is junior
chairman, Olive Stillwell, recorder, and Clifford Graves,
treasurer.
The constitution was adopted,
and a tentative program of speakers was presented.
Interested students are invited
__________t_o_a__t_te.;;.;n_d the 1Zroµp's meetin£?s.

(Authorof"l Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)
Ned Nelte-ner-No. I think that

the quarantine has basically
proved to be an effective way of
keeping offensive weapons out of
Cuba. H, however, the Russians
do find some way to get offensive
weapons into Cuba then I think
that an invasion to dismantle the
existing sites would be in order.
Mr. William

Kidd says:

AM Adrian-Yes. I think we
have got to put a stop to Castro.
This Red puppet shouldn't be allowed to carry out the policy of
the Soviet Union on a base so
close to the United States. Although I belive this action might
provoke another war I don't
think it will be thermonuclear.

One must also bear in mind that this question
is not separable from the question of Berlin. It
seems a reasonable assumption the Russian ap.
proach to Cuba was related. to Berlin. They ~ere
looking for a lever, something which they could
use as a battleground in the cold war, and they
obviously felt that they must have found it in the
Cuban situation.
One other thing which is very important and
that is we seek to work in some fashion through
the United Nations. I think that we were looking
for some sort of resolution which would give our
action in and around Cuba the strength of a multilateral statement of policy rather than a unilateral
act by the United States with possibly some Latin
American support.

The tr~uble with early morning classes is that you're too sleepy.
At late morning classes you're too hungry. At early afternoon
classes you're too logy. At lat.e afternoon classes you're too
hungry again. The fact is-and we might as well face it-there
is no good time of day to take a class.
What shall we do then? Abandon our colleges to the ivy? I
say no! I say America did not become the hope of mankind and
the world's largest producer of butterfats and tallow by running
away from a fight!
If you're always too hungry or too sleepy for class, then let's
hold classes when you 're not too hungry or sleepy: namely, when
you're eating or sleeping.
Clas es while eating are a simple matter. Just have a Lecturer
Lecture while the eaters eat. But watch out fo1· noisy food. I
mean who can hear a lecturer lecture when everybody is crunching celery or matzo or like that? Serve quiet stuff-Like anchovy
paste on a doughnut, or steaming bowls of lamb fat.
And kindly observe silence while lighting your post-prandial
Marlboro Cigarette. Don't be striking kitchen matches on your

Larry Gilligham-Yes. An invasion would liberate the people,
and it would prevent the Russians
from using Cuba as a base of
attack.

o.ne would suspect that the timing of our ..,
nouncement had something to do with the acquiring of world-wide support for our stand.
Well, I think you have to put this whole question of an invasion of Cuba into some sort of perspective. The sake of an invasion of Cuba per se
doesn't mean very much. It becomes a question of
trying to relate the possibility of an invasion to
the announced objective of our policy. We clearly,
in this matter, have several objectives and it is
indeed difficult to establish a priority.

::
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Krusske-No. I don't
think that we should invade Cuba.
Because as soon as we invade
Cuba Russia will be on our
backs. They would not avoid conflict because of world prestige.
Kathy

We are first of all concerned about" the possiQil.ity of Russian missiles there o{ the short range
and intermediate range variety. We want these
missiles removed and we want no more added to
them. So in this area of question it then becomes a
policy of whether the invasion of Cuba is a necessary requirement in oraer to remove the missiles.
So you see there are also some indirect objectives
in this policy.

Carol Sayles-Yes. Because I
think the Soviets are getting too
close to the United States. I think
we ought to go down there right
now and destroy their missile
sites.

Jim McCallum-Definitely-1
think that we should stand up
against the Russians.

YOU'RE INVITED I
Come To

EAT, SLEEP, AND MATRICULATE

ZUKORS

For Newest Fashions In

,, ~uf 'a'. C. Oti.

-fuJ r

'I' 1/oi5y

jeans. Instead carry an ember from the dormitory fireplace in
your purse or pocket. Place the Marlboro against the ember
Light it quietly. Smoke it quietly. Oh, I know I ask a great
deal! I know that one's natural instinct upon encounterinp
Marlboro's fine flavor and filter is to throw back one's head ant
bellov..- great, rousing cries of joy. But you must not. You mus
contain your ecstacy, le. t you disturb the lecturing lecturer
You can, if you Like, permit yourself a few small shudders o
pleasure us you smoke, but take care not to wear garment
which will set up u clatter when you shudder-like taffeta, fo
example, or knee cymbals.
Let us turn now to· the problem of learning while sleepirn
First, can it be done?
Yes, it can. Psychologists have proved that the brain
definitely able to assimilate information during sleep. Take, f1
instance, a recent experiment conducted by a leading Easte1
university (Stanford). A small tape recorder was placed und
the pillow of the subject, . a freshman named GLebe Sigafo,
When Glebe wu. ·fa. ta leep, the recorder wa turned on. Softi
all through the night, it repeated three statements in Glebc
slumbering ear:
1. Herbert, 'pencer lived to the age of 109 and is called "T
Founder of English Eclectic Philosophy."
2. The lmnana plant is not a tree but a large perennial he
3. The Archduke Ferdinand was assas inated in 1914
Sarajevo by a young nationali. t named Mjila · Cvetnic, who l
been called "The Trigger of ,vorld War I."
When Glebe awoke in the morning, the psychologists sai
him, "Herbert Spencer lived to the age of 109. What is
called?"
Ulebe promptly replied, "Perennial Herb."
Xext they a, ked him, "What has 1jilas Cvetnic been calle,
Replied Glebe, " Perennial Serb."
Finnlly they said, "Is the banana plo,nt a tree?"
But Glehe, exhausted from the long interrogation, had fu
bnck a. leep, where he is to this day.
@ 11102 Ma.xs111

DATE DRESSES; FUR-TRIM COATS, AND SPORTSWEAR
WALL & RIVERSIDE

SPOKANE

Glebe sleeps, but you, we trust, are up und about. Why
improve each waking hour with our fine product-Maril
Cigarettes? You get a lot to like-filter, flavor, pack or c
•••
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Big Eight

Seniors Eleet

Joyc;e Haney, vice-president

Bruce Lawh••d, president

Conference
Joins NCAA

Connie Loftus, secretary-treasurer

Travels
Counsel Positions Dr.Dr. Patterson
Don S. Patterson, president
of
Eastern,
served as chairman
Open to Students of the accreditation
committee

Director Cites
Reason For Choice
Of 4 French Plays

Students interested in serving
as either counsel for the presecution, council for the defense, or
as prosecutor in any t!ase to be
heard by a student court, may
now apply for membership on the
Board of Counsels.
The qualifications permit any
ASEWSC member in good standing to apply. Only members of the
executive and legislative offices
are not eligible.
Duties for any member of the
Board of Counsels will be that of
serving in any case to be heard
by a student court. The coordinator of the Board of Counsels
will choose members to present

"The American college student
doesn't want to spend time seeing a stage production that he
could see on television," says Dr.
Harold Stevens, director of Amphitryon 38.

With, this in mind, he chose the
four French comedies to be pre•
sented this season. These plays
have been carefully chosen to
give the students on EWSC
campus an idea of what is being
produced in the way of significant
drama outside of the United
States.
The first of the four plays by
French dramatists to be presented this reason, AMPHITRYON
38, is the only story in the history
of civilization, excepting the
story of "Oedipus" and "Media,"
that has appealed to the minds
of men.

Sharon Eaton, social chairman

LINCOLN, Neb. (CPS) - The
Big Eight conference will sever
relations with the Amateur Ath•
letic Union to support new
sports federations backed by
the National Collegiate Athletic
association.
The Big Eight has thus taken
a decisive step in the continuing
feud over control of amateur ath•
letics in this country. The NCAA
has charged that AAU regula•
ticns are outmoded and inef•
fecti-ve. The AAU retaines franchise from the International Am•
ateur Athletk_ federation as the
official American representative.

fn1111111m~111i, • •

, o c1 ea n r o.,, I
woolens carefully.

1

of the Northwest Asociation of
Secondary and Higher Schools at
Lewis-Clark
Normal
school,
Lewiston, Idaho, Monday and
Tuesday.
Dr. Patterson will fly to Washington, D.C., for a November 1
meeting of the Association of
American Colleges for Teacher
Education Peace corps committee, of which he is a member.

Your good wool suits and dresses deserve
the finest care always! We give all your
clothes our expert cleaninq, plus our meticu lous finishing! . . .

ROTC UNIFORMS ONLY 99c

There Is a Night Drop
For Your Convenience
11

11

MADDUX CLEANERS

the prosecution or the defense.
Individuals interested in applying may contact Sharon Perkins,
coordinator of the Board of Counsels and Executive Vice president
of the ASEWSC, in the ASB office.

WE'LL PICK-UP AND DELIVER FOR YOU!

om

11

AMPHITRYON 38" is the riot.
ous story of the birth of Hercules.
Contemporaries of Aristophanes
in the fourth 8!nd fifth centuries
were the first to relate an account
of Jupiter's infatuation with the
beautiful wife of the Theblan general Amphitryon.

Three hundred years ago Mo~
liere wrote the story of Ampbitryon for the entertainment of
the Court of Louis XIV. Moliere's
play is an adaptation of the Roman play PLATUS.
John Dryden wrote his version
of the story of _Alkemena., Amphitryon's wife, for the Restoration
Court of England.
It is believed that even Shakespeare used some of the motivating factors from Amphitryon's
story in his COMEDY OF ERRORS.

Giraudoux's story about Amphitryon is unique because his approach is so surprisingly fresh
and so brilliantly modern. Although AMPHITRYON 38 was
written in 1938, it could easily be
mistaken for a recently written
play. Giraudoux chose AMPHI•
TRYON 38 for the title of her
laugh-filled play not because it
was written in 1938, but because
its the 38th play written about
Hercules' birth .
AMPHITRYON 38 will be presented November 14, 15, and 16
in Showalter Auditorium. Curtain
time is 8:15 p.m.
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Support Your

Salem

refreshes your taste
-"~-softens"every puff

Easterner Advertisers

Rummage Sale

/??/4e, a. ,huff ?:ff -S;rUf9~ /

A re fres hing dis cove ry is yours
every time you smoke a Salen1 cigarette .. . for Salem refr s hes your taste just as
Springtime refreshes you. Most r efi:eshing, most fla vorful, too ... that's Salem!

Oct. 30 thru Nov. 3

Legion Hall
Cheney
Sponsored

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

by

Me thodist Church Ladi e s
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Faculty And
Student Forum
Religious implications of the
Supreme Court decision on the
regents' prayer will be discussed
by Rev. R. W. Gilbert, pastor of
the Unitarian church in Spokane
at tomorrow's session of the Faculty and Student Forum . The talk
is sponsored by CCF at Koinonia
House, 3 N. 9th St. It begins at
11:40 a.m.

Trustees
(Continued from Page 1)

Dr. James Edmonds

Pianist: Monored By
Standing Ovation
By Judith Huetson
The dynamic artistry of pianist Dr. James J. Edmonds, a new
member of the EWSC faculty, inspired a ne'er to be forgotten page
in musical history during his recital Wednesday evening in Showalter
auditorium.
Dr. Edmonds identifies himself a book, Dr. Edmonds built suswith the individual composer and pense like an author and then rewith the piano so completely that solved his fairy tale into tender· one becomes unaware of anything ness and love. T_he majesty of
but the strength of sound. The Chopin's "Ballade in G Minor"
spirit which surges through the and the "Ballade in F Major"
keyboard demonstrated mastery brought this spine-tingling recital
of the instrument and superb to an end.
musical intelligence.
The audience which filled the
Bach's Partita No. 2 was per- hall could not help but stand to
formed with the concise, fluid give this superb artist a wellease which only the great can deserved ovation at the end of the
manifest. Dr. Edmonds' interpre- program. Dr. Edmonds' exciting
tation of the Partita defies de- tribute to the composers, Bach
scription. The Sarabande move- through Delio Joio, held the lisment of this work is one of beau- tener utterly spellbound. Everyteous brevity and simplicity. The one in the hall knew that he was
performance was that of authen- listening to one of the greatest
tic simplicity which Bach all but performances that he would ever
demands of his interpreters.
hear.
Exquisite homage was paid to
Brahms, admittedly the artist's Frate.rnity Trouble
~•vorite composer. The InterPROVIDENCE, R.I. (CPS)mezzo and two Rhapsodies be• Brown University's 17 fratercame a tribute to the influence
nities have been ordered to imthat flowed from the composer to
prove themselves or lose their
the amazing artistry which is
houses. T h e y were told by
Dr. Edmonds'. Emotional intenthe University administration to
sity, grandeaur, and tranquility
became integral parts of this "align . themselves with central
purposes of the university comhighlight of the program.
A thoroughly delightful piece of munity."
contemporary writing, the Delio
Joio Sonata No. 2 became another artistic achievement by Dr.
Edmonds . The listener can ima gine a simple nursery song while
listening to the 1st movement
which is based on a Gregorian
chant. The 4th movement was
given the light-hearted quality of
a rousing square dance interpreted in a joyful, almost playful
manner by the young artist.
Supremely adept at turning
from serenity to emotional verbosity, the artist gave the audience, accustomed to wincing at
contemporary music, an enjoyable kinsmanship with this living
composer.
Dr. Edmonds gave the power
of Chopin's music magnificent
proportions. The artist ·has said
that "Chopin evinces amazing
ingenuity and resourcefulnes1; ,in
creating the sonorous beauty of
his Ballades, each of which is an
effective entity."
Using the notes like words in

In other action the board looked forward to the college's 75th
anniversary celebration in 1965-66
by approving a request by H. R.
Kol owsky, director of public information, for production of an
EWSC motion picture.
Koslowsky suggested that the
premiere of the film be Oct. 13,
1965, on the Cheney campus. He
indicated the cost would not be
more than $10,000.
Involving more immediate action the trustees voted to employ the architectural firm of
Walker & McGough on several
comparatively small projects including development of the science building grounds, improving the lighting in Showalter
Hall's second floor rotunda and
replacing the front doors of the
library building .
FeH Are Set
Fees were set for the EWSC
speech clinic being expanded to
provide laboratory experience for
students being trained for such
work in the public schools.
A parking code for the campus
was given limited approval by
the board. The action put the
code in effect for November, December and January but placed
it on the agenda for the board's
January meeting.
Member Joe M. Smith had objected to the college's requiring
guests and visitors to obtain
parking permits as involving "too
much. regimentation."
The trustees were told the
rules were necessary because
special permits are now required
of students and staff members
using campus parking spots.
Officials estimated that $10,000
a year will be .realized from the
fees. Fred S .. Johns, comptroller,
said first-quarter collections totalled $3,700. The funds will be
used for more parking facilities.
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Koinonia House F~llou,•hip for CCF
Koinonia, a Greek word meaning fellowship or communion with
God and fe ll ow Christians, will have an added meaning to Eastern's
Ca mpus Christia n Fellowship. The word at Eastern will also mean the
house bought by CCF to serve as a stud ent center.
Rev. Hadley Harper, director
of CCF, explained that the name
was chosen to describe a relationship that exists between Christians and is a result of their com mon sharing in Chr-i~t. The name
is intended to express something
of the policy and philosophy of
the programs and activities that
will occur at the house.
Located at 3 North Ninth street
the house across from Louise An-'
derson hall, Koinonia House will
be open for study and coffee sessions during the day, as well as
serving as a religious library and
discussion center.
Campus Christian Fellowship is
the official student organization
of the Baptist, Christian, Episcopal, Methodist, Presbyterian, and
United Church of Christ denominations. The Eastern program is
supported on the local, state or
national level by agencies of
these churches. Through the CCF
board of trustees, these churches
have purchased Koinonia house.
CCF's program at EWSC includes three programs of discussion. Faculty and Student forum
is held each Thursday at 11 :40
at Koinonia house, principally for
commuters and faculty. Thursday evening at 6 p.m. the Challenge of Other Faiths series is
held. Sunday evening fellowship
begins at 5 p.m. with light lunch
served for 50 cents. The program
begins at 6 p.m.

On schedule for the Challenge
of Other Faiths series are speakers from the Mormon, Pentecostal, Christian Scientist, Unity
Church of Truth and Theosophy
groups. The doctrines, beliefs and

practices of these faiths will be
discussed.
Speakers for the Faculty and
Student forum will include two
members of Eastern's faculty,
Mr. Robert Connole of the business department, and Dr. Frank
Nicol of the biology department.
Dr. Lawrence Yates of Whitworth, and two ministers from
Spokane, Rev. R. W. Gilbert of
the Unitarian church, and Rev.
A. R. Perrino of St. Paul's Methodist church, are also scheduled.
Topics incl\lde the Dead Se1
1cro01, the Supreme court's rulir19 on prayer, ethics ifl. seHin1
and advertising, the dangers ef
fallout, 1.ncil ch,-il liberties.
In addition· to fellowship on
Sunday evenin~:s, three members
of Eastern's faculty will speak
on religion, art and education
during the quarter. Dr. Jean Taylor of the English department,
Mr. Edward Navone of the -a rt
department, and Dr. Ray Whitfield, director of graduate studies, will discuss 'i.he varied topics.
Faculty representatives on the
boa.r d of trustees are Dr. Duncan
Thomson and Dr. Kenneth Hossom. Students serving on the
board are Patricia O'Mealy and
Vernon Anderson.
Koinonia house and CCF invites
all interested students to participate in the program or to attend
the discussion series. Current
topics are posted on the bulletin
boards in the Student Union.

Support Your
Easterner Advertisers

OWL PHARMACY
YOUR MONEY

GET TWO FOR THE PRICE
OF ONE PLUS A PENNY!

HELP WANTED
EWSC Student with Barber
Experience. Full or part time.
Top Saiary. No Investment.
We supply All Equipment
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Just one of the hundreds
of Sale Items

7 fine writing papers!
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At last! Modem, quality JEtna Casualty auto insurance that saves you from paying high rates due to care•
leu drivers• Lowe,t rates to safe driver, .•. premiums
rated to your driving record• Fast, fair claim settlement
••• ptu, P.S. - Peraonal Service from us and thousands
of other JEtna agent.a throughout the U.S.
Get the facts about this new merit-rated auto insur•

. . . today!

• EWSC Student See Me Today for the
Lowest Student Auto Insurance Rates.

Starts NOV. 1st
10 DAYS ONLY

. COMING NOV.1st

Nationally Advertised
HERE IT IS - REXALL'S GREAT GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY 1¢ SALE!

Write Barbe r, Box 173
Cheney, Was h.

New "Merit Rating Plan"
Saves Money for Safe Drivera

Help us celebrate the 50th Birthday of America's greatest re tail event - 19 12 -1962 by shopping th e I ~ Sale a t your:..!!.,a ll Storel There you 'll find hundreds of nation•
a lly-adver tised, fruhly•stoc;ked, guoranteed Re11all produch at wonde rful savings.
It's our way of say ing thanks for moking th is Golden Anniversary come tru e!

AL ARMSTRONG

Cheney Investment Co.
675 West 1st Ave.

lep,e,entinc,: ATNA CASUAlff ANO SURETY COMPANY
Hartfortl: Connecticut

Cheney
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Koffee Korner

GE Scientist Wilson Says
'UN Only Hope for Peace'
By Gary Phillips

The United Nations is our only hope for world peace, some 50
students and faculty were told at least week's Koffee Korner.
Introduced by Dr. Kenneth
Hosson, Archee S. Wilson, a properly under war conditions,
senior scientist at General Elec- cold or hot.
Wilson pointed out that retric, and the president of .the Tristrictions
on fundamental r ights
city Chapter of American Assistcome
about
during war. "Since
ance for the U.N. asked the audience to consider the world with- 1945," said Wilson, "there has
been a force developing along
out a United Nations.
with
the cold war tensions that
"Only two things could happen," said Wilson, "the world has pushed us toward repression
would divide into small independ- and conformity."
"The cause for this situation
ent units, or combine into larger
can
be attributed mainly to techblocks. In either case it would
nology, said Wilson.
mean anarchy.
"It began in the Manhattan
Wilson pointed out that as we
Project
and ended in the present
increase the brotherhood of
atomic weapon holders we move stockpile of enough atomic
energy to equal 20 tons of TNT
closer to disaster.
"We · cannot allow this to hap- per individual in the world topen for two reasons," said Wilson. day."
"Defense--essentially there is
' 'First, for the obvious reason,
non/'
said Wilson. Almost any
that we will increase the possiplace
in
the world is vulnerable
bility of war ; and second, democratic societies cannot function to disaster."
11

years ago, Mrs. Tanke is a past
treasurer of the Washington
Federation of Democratic Women. She also does PTA and
church work.
The center of this ,EWSC trustee's activities is a wheat farm
in Mohler, Washington, near her
native Harrington. There she
lives with her husband and son,
Bill, 13, a student at Harrington
Junior High. Mrs. Tanke's daughter, Judy 20, is a student in Se•
attle.
Six weeks in the Far East as a
representative of the Western
Wheat Association is just part of
Mrs. Robert Tanke's busy schedule. The tour is sponsored by the
Foreign Agricultural Service. The
group, called the U.S. Grain
Trade Team, will leave Nov. 1
for Tokyo, Hong Kong, Manila,
Bangkok, Calcutta, New Delhi
and other major cities.

Mrs. Tanke Plans
Far East Travel
Busy and active, Mrs. Robert
Tanke combines raising a family
with public service. Appointed to
Eastern's Board of Trustees two
"The atmosphere in which the
U. N. found its birth was one of
hope. People felt the weapons
that had been devoloped were so
powerful that wars would be outmoded," said Wilson.
Instead the threats to world
peace have increased, and along
with them the need for a guiding
body.
"In chemistry, " said Wilson,
"when a mistake is made the
scientist can go back and correct
the fault, but in history there is
no turning back. We need the
U.N. to help us make the right
decision."

45-Piece Set
of Melmac
with every $99.00 Dlamohd
Set purchased.

"MIZ,AH" LADY'S DIA. RING. ur41 contor
1tono. 2 1ld1 di•mo•d1 In 10

49• 50

aou11t11111-

Pay 5.00 month

11
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..ASTIUD•' IS.DIA, WIDDING IAND. IS ffory
dl•mond• nt In trlpt1,row ••••
9•nc1, Fine 14k QOld mo.inllnQ.
■

110 00

Pay 10.00 Month

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
OUR INLAND EMPIRE

RUMMAGE SALE

! ! Best Brands Savings Days ! !

Legion Sale-TF\is week until Saturday noon, Nov. 3rd.
BARGAINS in Books, Appliances, Furniture , Shoes, Hats and all
Kinds of Clothing.

$ SAVINGS VALUES GALORE $

Sponsored by Methodist Wome n

American Legion Hall

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

"WHITI FIii" DIAMOND . .IDAL PAIII. 1>1.RIOnd 1ollt•lr1 1 m•tchlnt b••d.
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■

199 50

Pay 14.00 month

-OPEN 9 to 9
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"Tareytor.'s. Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says Sulla (Skipper) Augustus, famed leader of t he Roman fleet. "When you're out on the aqua," says S k ipper,

.-i.CUAT TOTAL WIIGHJ fl.AWLISS IIIDAL
PAIi. I m•v nlticont d l•mond•
Mt Ill 141 t old mountln91 .
■

ZOO 00

"there's nothing like a Tareyton! T he flavor is the maximus. In fact, inter nos, here's de gustibus you never
though t you'd get from any filter cigarette!"

Pay 14.00 month

OPEN FRIDAYS TO 9 t'.M.

Dua l Filrer makes t h e d ifference
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Injuries Plentiful

Savages Clawed by Wildcats,
Lose Players and Game 32-3
Central Washington handed Eastern's winless Savages their worst
defeat of the football season, 32-3, in the Wildcat's homecoming game
Saturday.
last.rn scored first on Walt
Burnett'• 22-yard fleld goal in
the second quarter. Central, however, went ahHd to stay before
the period was over. Phil Fitterer
pa11ed 33 yards to Art Ellis for
a touchdown with two and a half
minutes remaining in the half.
.Ed Thlll blocked the extra point
attempt.

The Wildcats scored two touchdowns in each of the two remaining quarters.
Bilt Ishida ran four yards for
a Wildcat score early in the third
quarter. Three minutes later
Fitterer hit Ellis with another 33y ard touchdown pass,
Gary Luft ran for one CWSC
score in the last period and passed for the other. Luft ran 40
yards to score midway through
the quarter when he couldn't find
a receiver on an attempted pass.
Luft connected with Tom Buckner for a 61-yard pass-run play
for the final Wildcat touchdown
in the closing minutes.
Eastern was unable to stop
Central's air game, Fitterer and
Luft passing for 224 yards and
three touchdowns. Fitterer also
had a 53-yard run and Luft added
38 yards rushing to his 147 yards
passing.
Eaatern's
biggest
yardage
came on Bob Clerk's pa1H1.
Clark completed eight of 15 for 55
yards. Freshman fullback Steve
Hacker gained 42 yards ruahlng.

Five Savages were injured in
the game. Bob Miner, Gary
Baugh, and Jack England were
hurt in the first half and were
unable to continue playing. Jim
Miller and Ted Paterson were
also injured.

Psych Club
Plans Trip ·
A trip to Eastern State hospital
will be the highlight of Psychology club activities November 6.
Bricker Cortner, publicity and
social chairman, said that a general meeting will be held in Martin hall room 209, at 3:30 p.m.
- 'then at 6:30 p.m., Cortner said,
the club membership will meet
in front of Martin hall to go to
Eastern Hospital. Transportation
will be provided for those needing it and members will be back
in time for "blinks."
The trips, Cortner stated, are
made once a month to visit the
ward adopted at the hospital. The
members play cards and games,
shoot pool, and visit with the patients.
Featured at yesterday's club
meeting was a movie entitled
"Case Study of Multiple Personalities." According to Cortner,
the film was-'background for the
movie production, "Three Faces
of Eve."
Cortner urged club members
to attend all meetings to help discuss future activities and to arrange a more convenient meeting time.
1

LA Hall Tops
Blood Drive
Louise Anderson hall contributed the most blood at the recent
ROTC blood drive-129 pints, but
achieved the lowest percentage
of participation of the living
groups. Garry hall, with 22 pints
contributed, had the largest percentage contributing.
Seventy-two per cent of the donated blood came from ROTC
members. High platoon was the .-

Savages Seek
Revenge Against
WWSC Vikings
The Eastern Washington football team travels to Bellingham
to meet the Western Washington
Vikings Saturday. Western won an
earlier meeting between the two
Evergreen conference schools,
14-7.

"Wood Chips"
By Lowell Wood

First of all may I correct the
main error from last week's column. That is that Bob Sprague,
6-8, 260 pound center from Puget
Sound, will be eligible second
quarter. This means that the
Loggers from Tacoma will be a
strong contender this year.
The Eastern Roundballers have
been turning out now for two
weeks. The annual alumni game
is coming up and should provide
a fair look o~ things to come.
Bobby Jo Kyle, former Colorado great, may aid the basketball team by turning out this
year for manager.
Speaking of basketball, there's
a tremendous contest being
waged on the squad this year.
It's between Dick Skermer, the
Canadian enthusiast and Joe Allan, one of last year1 s key players. The contest is to see which
one can get iniured the most.
So far Joe Allan leads with •
sprained ankle and a wrenched
knee.

Western's hard-running backs
led a fourth-quarter rally which
handed the Savages the defeat.
Dick Nicholl and Ron Rowe powered their way for the gains
which beat Eastern.
Since that September 29 meeting both teams have lost to Whitworth and Puget Sound but the
Vikings have fared better than
the Savages.

Ken Fry, halfback who was injured in the first Eastern game,
back in action.

is

Eastern has several players
who may miss the game with in1uries. Senior fullback Dave
Davis may be out for the season
with an injury suffered two weeks
ago.
If the Savages are near full

strength they could make it an
interesting game . If not, it will
be another long afternoon for
Eastern.

T·1me-0 u t

11

By Leon Gurney

As the quarter draws on, the
range of activities available for
students gets more widespread.
Although I could list them all
The basketball season is aland bore you to tears, I will just
most six months long, so as one
stick
with the intramural procan see, there's a long time to
gram.
.
go. The campaign should be exFootball is drawing to a close
ceptionally interesting this year
with some ·of the teams being
with the influx of new looks on the
eliminated by too many forfeits
different campuses.
Eastern too, along with several and others by just being defeated
new faces, will have several new too many times. At the present
variations to run off of an ex- time, the contest seems to be beperienced pattern. This should tween Off Campus A-1 and ROTC.
This week, Off Campus A-1
aid in confusing the defense
tromped Garry 19-6, ROTC downmore than ever.
ed the Sundowners 25-13, then the
There are good things to come
Sundowners rose up and won
at Eastern too, as this year's JV
squad should be exceptionally over Garry 12-7 in a very controversial match.
strong. There are several all-state
In other areas, horseshoes are
boys who are making the big
underway and coming up this
change to college ball and lookweek is the beginning of swiming quite good in the balance.
I'm starting something new in ming and volleyball. All those
interested in competing should
this column. It's called the green
have
their names on the entrance
hat play of the week. Nominated list today.
were Alex Woods and Dar Monasmith. Dar aced Alex out, however, with a play that started out
a strenuous Thursday afternoon
workout.
On the initial warm-up drill
play, Dar made an outs~anding
move in completely missing the
backboard-on a lay-in.
was chosen as the site
Students Sue Regents ofEastern
the 1963 Spurs regional convenRIVERSIDE, Calif. (SPS)-Four tion at the region two meeting
students at the University of Cal- last weekend at Holy Names colifornia's Riverside campus have lege. The eight ,. colleges reprefiled for a writ of mandamus sented were from Washington,
against the Regents of the Uni- Idaho and Montana.
Theme of the meeting was
versity, President Clark Kerr,
Rocketing
to a Golden Spur.
and their chancellor at Riverside,
Herman T. Speith.
The suit is a result of the banSupport Your
ning of a Communist speaker by
Speith l'ast year. The students
Easterner Advertisers
base their case solely on a freedom of speech basis.

Regional Meet
'63 Spurs Meet
Set for EWSC

''Fron,
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The Sidelines''
By Terry Gamon

As if 32-3 on the scoreboard wasn't bad enough, five Sa-vage
players were hurt in Eastern's loss to Central Saturday.
The injuries certainly didn't help the Savage cause. Eastern was
already riddled by injuries and coul~ ~ot a~ford to lose anr mo!e
players Dave Davis suffered a back mJury m the homecoming tilt
against· Puget Sound and Gten Granda! injured his knee ~e~ore the
season started. Tackle Rich Jackson also suffered a knee mJUfY..
The injuries have forced position shifts and coach Ed Ch1uus
has had to use several inexperienced players as regulars. ,:he SavagM
were having enough trouble without Saturday's rash of ln1uries. .

Bob Miner joined Davis with an injured. b~ck. Another semor,
quarterba~k Jack England, suffered a throat mJury.
Gary Baugh, freshman end, suffered ~ _dislocated sh?u.ld~r ~n the
first play of his varsity career. He was Jomed on the mJury bst by
Jim Miller and Ted Paterson.
England was hit in the throat by an elbow. He ~ouldn't breathe
at first and could not talk after he could breathe agam. He was a~le
to talk the next day but still had a mighty sore throat, one which
penicillin would not fix.
•
Eastern has always managed to get ib share of the 1niuries but
now it looks as if the Savages will end up with ev!rybody el1e 1 s share,
too. If things keep going so well, the waterboy w ill soon have II firststring position on the Savage team.

Pool Ready For
Splash Parties

Annual Cover
Design Contest

" We'd like to get as much use
of the pool as possible," Mr.
S. T. Stratton of the health and
physical education department
has announced. "If any clubs
would like to arrange splash
parties during the evening, we'd
be glad to have them. "
The department has already
announced free swim periods for
faculty, staff, students and the
immediate families. Admittance
to the pool can be obtained by
presenting ASB cards. Faculty,
staff, and families can get passes
at the HPE division office.
Hours for these groups to swim
are 2-4 p.m. Monday and Saturday. Special swimming time for
faculty and their immediate fam-

Eastern's artists have been invited to contribute designs for the
cover of the 1963 Kinnikinick. The
competition ends Nov. 20, with
the top six designs being considered.
The design should incorporate
one basic color plus one other
color, but should be submitted in
black and white on illustration
board. Size is 12¼ by 9¼. Simplification and sophistication is
desired.
Designs should be submitted to
Kathleen McDonald at the ·Kinnikinick office, 3 :30 to 5 p.m.
daily.
Hies is Tuesday and Thursday
from 5-6 p.m.

M. A. MALMOCK, Consignee
BEimont 5-6255
Cheney, Washington
Have heat when it cou nts . . . count on

i>
UNIFLAME

LOOK WHAT 76 UNIFLAME DOES FOR YOU·
• Your filters stay
• Your home
• Your burner
cleaner longer
stays cleaner
lasts longer

Order your supply of new 76 UNIFLAME
Today.

We Specialize in
"Keep Filled Service"
"The Finest"

Student Accounts Welcomed

,W ~ill provide for his children
when a father dies

?

Have I provided for my family in case they' re left alone?
Have we made sure our youngsters will be able to go to
college?
Could my wife pay off the mortgage if left on her own?
Would we "get by" in an emergency?
Will we be prepared when the times comes for retirement?

M - NM DRIVE IN SPECIAL

PIZZA PIE

•
•
•
•
•

Tomato

CAN PROVIDE

FOR YOUR
CHILDREN

Hamburger
Sausage

Pe pperoni
Mushroom

Fourth platoon of Company B.

• A Full 9 inch Pizza Pie
Prices Start at 59c

IDgh squad was the First squad

Home of The "Savage Burger"

of Fourth platoon, Company B.
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d

through the Equitable Life of Iowa Family Protector Plan . . o e
that wi ll assure guaranteed money to help clean up your las~, e ts
and expenses and provide food, shelter and clothing unt1 your
children are grown.

6

Ed U,hrig your local on-campus Equitable Life of Iowa age nt
is always ready l'l> he lp you in this or any of your plans for the
future financia l security of your family and yourself.

PHONE ED COLLECT TE 8-4362 or Write Box 153, Rt. 2,
Cheney, Washington
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Kalen-d ar
Wednesday, October 31
12 :30 p.m .-Public Affairs Semi-

nar, Capri room
p.m.-Spurs meeting, Tahiti
room
6 p.m.-IntercoHegiate Knights
meeting, Capri room
6

Thursday, November 1
11:40 a.m.-CCF meeting, Koin-

onia house
6 p.m.-Ski Club meeting, Va-

shon room
6:30 p.m.-Associated Students
Council, Tahiti room
7 p.m.-Tau Beta Sigma meeting, Capri room
7:30 p.m.-Tri-School Relations,
Faculty lounge
8 p.m.-"Slave Auction" . Isleland
Friday, November 2
8 :40
a .m.- Intermediate

Books For Asian Halloween
Scholastic Award
Students Sought Activities
Books for Asian students will
To Off-Campus Group
be
collected in the Isle-land lobby Tonight
Students living in Cheney and
Wednesday, Oct. 31, 1962

the Student Court were the recipients last week of the quarterly
academic trophy awarded by
Blue Key, National honor fraternity.
Kathy Graves, president of the
off campus group, received the
award in behalf of the off campus
residents who maintained a 2.778
grade point average .
Blue Key presents the award
in behalf of the Associated Student Council.
Runner-up to the top award
was Louise Anderson hall with a
grade point average of 2.595.
The standing and grade point
averages of the other halls were
as follows: Garry, 2.487; Hudson,
2.481; Commuters, 2.426; Monroe,
2.415; Senior, 2.385; and Sutton,
2.243 .

Ac-

counting, Vashon room
7 :30 p.m .-Movie : "At War
With the Army", Bali lounge
Leadership Retreat-ASC Hill's
resort
Saturday, November 3

Men's Honorary Meets
Scarlet Arrow, men's honorary,
will meet tonight (Wednesday) at
7 p.m. in the Isle-land .

9 p.m.-Baccalaureate Dance,
Bali lounge
Leadership Retreat-ASC Hills
resort
Sunday, November 4

7:30 p.m.-Travelogue , Bali
lounge
Leadership Retreat-ASC Hill's
resort
Monday, November 5

6 p.m.-AWS meeting, Tahiti
room
6:30 p.m .-Savegettes meeting,
Capri room
Tuesday, November 6

3: 30 p.m.-Psychology Club
meeting, Martin hall 209
6 :30 p.m. - Sponsor Corps meet ing , Tahiti room
6 : 30 p. m .-Associated Students
Finance
meeting, Faculty
lounge
Wednesday, November 7
10 : 40 a.m.-Koffe£> Korner, Ter-

race room
12 : 40 p.m .-Public Affairs Semi -

nar, Capri room
1 :30 p.m.-Koffee Korner, Terrace room
6 p,m.-Spurs meeting, Tahiti
room
6 p.m.-lntercollegiate Knights
meeting, Capri room
7 p.m .-Scarlet Arrow meeting,
Vashon room
8 p.m.-Dames Club meeting,
Sutton Hall loun ge

IKs Announce
Sweetheart
Candidates
Four ca ndidates hav e been announced to compete for the title
of Intercollegiate Knight Sweetheart.
The four are Pam Pierce,
Karen Richardson, Judy Hatley
and Paula Tredwell.
The winner, who will be selected on the basis of her talent
will r epresent Eastern's cha pter'
at the Regiona l Conference sched ule November lO at WSU. If she
should win , she will represent this
region at the National Confere nce
at Billings, Montana , in April and
compete for the title of National
Intercollegiate Knight Sweetheart.
Winner or not of the Regional
or National Conference, Eastern's
IK Sweetheart will act as official
hostess for the IKs a nd be honored at a banquet in the spring. ·
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the remainder of the week.
Sponsored by the International
Relations club, Eastern students
may donate books to this organization beginning today.
In a recent letter from Russell
G. Smith, president of the Asia
Foundation, to Dr. Don S. Patterson, Mr. Russell stated: "We
would like to ask for your cooperation once again in securing books
and journals for distribution in
Asia under our Books for Asian
Students
Program.
American
academic and student organiza tions, as well as publishers, li braries, and individuals, have
helped significantly in providing
reading materials for Asian colleges and universities. In this
past year, for example, 180 university and college groups donated more than 79,000 books and
45,000 journals for Asia. This
year's donations raise the program's tota ls for its more than
seven years of operation to
2,767,060 books and 578,970 journals distributed among some
6,000 institutions and groups."

Dr. Fretwell

All Eastern witches will form
a band tonight in the dark hall
of Monroe near the fire. Several
members of the tribe will give
demonstrations of their talents,
while the remainder of the sisters
will partake of other crafts. A
group has been formed to reward those empty from the
night's roamings. Dress will be
that which is worn for daily toils
and considered proper for East~
ern witches.

19.98

New Psych Head
Dr. Loretta Fretwell was elected new chairman of the Psychology department at the first department meeting last month.
Dr. Fretwell takes over the
poS t from Dr. Lovell Patmore
w?o held the post last year. She
will hold the chairmanship for
two years, and will have the
option of being elected for a third
term.

16'x8'wall

G.. P
FACTORY FINISHED
PHILIPPINE

MAHOGANY
On Highway

RE 5-6243

Supplies
8 • 6 p.m. Dai ly

